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Epsilon Theory 
February 7, 2017  

 The Evolution of Competition  

Death inspires me 

Like a dog inspires a rabbit. 

― T enty One Pilots, Hea ydirtysoul  7  

Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar. 

― Sigmund Freud, who probably never actually said this (but should have) 

Over the past few weeks, I’ e had a fight ith  ife, spoiling an otherwise wonderful night out, and 

email spats with two of my best and oldest friends. It was about Trump, of course. Not directly, but always 

o  so e sill  ta ge tial issue like Should Sally Yates have resigned instead of countermanded an 

executive order on the basis of her personal beliefs?  or, better yet, Is Lad  Gaga authe ti ?  In each 

ase, I did ’t re og ize that e ere ’t really talking about what I thought we were talking about, and by 

the time I did recognize the real issues, I was already too far down the path of combative Ben (think Bruce 

Banner but without the green skin) to care. Not my finest moments.  

I suspect a lot of Epsilon Theory readers have had similar individual experiences of late. Certainly it seems 

that our collective experience as a nation and political society is breaking down this way. 

What I want to write about today is not the specifics of this policy or that poli . It’s ot to ake a  

argu e t of a  sort. It’s to rite a out argu e tatio  itself, and the way in which the GAME of our 

politics and our society has shifted. Yeah, I know this is all very meta and has zero direct impact on your 

investing or portfolio de isio s. But it’s a tuall  the only thing that I think really matters for our social 

lives, including our lives as citizens and as i estors, e ause it’s o l   re og izi g the ga e that e’re 

playing that we can survive it. Together. Maybe. 

The most widely read Epsilon Theory ote e er as Virtue Signaling: Or Why Clinton is in Trouble , 

published last September, where I wrote about why I thought Hillary could lose the election. The argument 

was that this was a turn-out election for a handful of swing states, and Democrats were all too keen to 

proclaim their political virtue by being anti-Trump in easy places like the Huffington Post or California 

metro advertising markets, where lots of like-minded Democrats would see them, rather than to 

barnstorm FOR Clinton in places where unlike-minded Democrats would see them, like Pennsylvania or 

http://bit.ly/2dDuUe8
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Michigan or Wisconsin. Hubris, thy name is Debbie Wasserman Schultz and the rest of the DNC cartel. 

But here’s hat I rote a out Tru p i  that ote: 

Tru p, o  the other ha d … I thi k he reaks us. Maybe he already has. He breaks us 

because he transforms every game we play as a country — from our domestic social 

games to our international security games — from a Coordination Game to a 

Competition Game.  

Blowing up our international trade and security games with Europe, Japan, and China for 

the sheer hell of it, turning them into full-blown Competitio  Ga es … that’s reall  stupid. 
But we have a nasty recession and maybe a nasty war. Maybe it would have happened 

anyway. We get over it. Blowing up our American political game with citizens, institutions, 

and identities for the sheer hell of it, turning it into a full- lo  Co petitio  Ga e … 
that’s a histori  traged . We do ’t get o er that. 

Geez. Like a o e else ith a pu li  perso a, I loooo e ei g right. But I did ’t e pe t to e this right, this 

quickly. The election of Trump IS breaking us, and not because of the specifics of his policies or whether 

the ’re right or ro g or a thi g like that. It’s breaking us because of the nature of repeated-play 

competitive games and the shifting meaning of cooperation. 

That first bit — the nature of repeated-play competitive games — is a mouthful. All it really means, though, 

is that our real-life social interactions, whether in politics or markets or everyday life with our family and 

friends, are never a single, solitary game. We play the same core game over and over and over, each single 

interaction setting the stage for the next, and what we really should be concerned about is the overall 

pattern of the entire set of interactions. That’s real life, as opposed to so e  atri  of 

Cooperate/Defe t like ou’d see i  a ga e theor  te t ook. 

And famously, repeated plays can help improve competitive games that otherwise end up in a sad 

equilibrium, like the Priso er’s Dilemma. A political scientist named Robert Axelrod (not to be confused 

with David A elrod of O a a a paig  a d CNN fa e … this is a differe t gu  rote a really influential 

book back in 1984 called The Evolution of Cooperation, where he showed that a cooperative but non-patsy 

player (i.e., willing to cooperate first and reluctantly forgi e a  oppo e t’s occasional defection) would, 

o er ti e, fi d e ough si ilarl  i e  pla ers to reate a  e os ste  of ooperators and dominate, over 

time, those not-so-nice players who were looking to WIN BIGLY in every single interaction. A elrod’s ook 

was one of the most popular political science books of the past 40 years, and it spawned a cottage industry 

of academics looking to expand this insight in theory and practice. It’s a powerful idea e ause it’s a 

hopeful idea for nice people. If only us nice people can signal each other and band together, why golly, 

this proves that there’s othi g e a ’t o er o e together in this mean old world. 
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Unfortunately, the evolution of cooperation through adopting nice  strategies is not a particularly robust 

fi di g. Or rather, it’s ro ust, ut only in a particular subset of competitive games and only if the players 

agree on the meaning of ooperatio . For e a ple, if ou’re pla i g a ga e of Chi ke  o er a d o er 

again rather than a game of Priso er’s Dile a o er a d o er agai , ei g i e a d forgi i g does ’t 

work very well. At all. Google “udete la d  if ou do ’t elie e e. In fact, the entire concept of 

repeated-pla  does ’t fit eatl  ith the o petiti e game of Chicken, which is a problem because it's 

the dominant competitive game form in the modern world, both internationally and domestically. It 

as ’t al a s this a , parti ularl  i  our do esti  politi s. But it sure is o . 

The fundamental reason that a repeated-pla  ooperati e strateg  does ’t ork i  a ga e of Chi ke  is 

that the meaning of cooperation is different in this class of games. You see it in the title of the game itself. 

If you cooperate in a game of Chicken — i.e., ou’re dri i g our tra tor straight o  at Ke i  Ba o ’s pi k-

up truck and you veer off from the looming crash, or you and James Dean are racing towards a cliff and 

you put on your brakes first — you are the LOSER. You are the COWARD. That becomes your identity and 

your reputation, which means that others will now treat you like a loser and a coward in the games that 

they play with you in the future. Compare that to the meaning of cooperation in a game of Priso er’s 

Dilemma, where cooperation — i.e., you refuse to rat out your partner and cut a deal for yourself at his 

expense — means that you are STRONG and LOYAL. The words and the examples used to illustrate 

bloodless, mathematical game theoretic matrices are not accidental! If we believe that our identity is at 

risk in a repeated-play o petiti e ga e, e eha e ery differe tly tha  if it’s ot. More to the point, 

we should behave differently if our identity is at stake. It’s the ratio al thi g to do. If Trump inspires you 

like a dog inspires a rabbit, then you should never ooperate if it’s a ga e of Chi ke  with his tribe and 

you should always ooperate if it’s a Priso er’s Dilemma game with your tribe. Ma e ou’ll rash the 

car in this particular game of Chicken and maybe your partner will rat you out in this particular game of 

Priso er’s Dilemma. But your identity and reputation will be strengthened, not damaged, for the next 

game you play with the other tri e or ithi  our o  tri e. A d there’s al a s a other ga e. 

Okay, Ben, fair enough. We do ’t a t to e o ards ut e still a t to thi k of oursel es as i e. For 

the big identity-is-at-stake games, we should play nice strategies within our own mob and play mean 

strategies with the other guys. Got it. But how do we avoid crashing the car in our everyday lives? How 

do we avoid talking past or yelling at our friends, family, and fellow citizens with whom we share so much 

common ground on the really big ideas of what it means to be Americans or, more fundamentally still, a 

good human being? 

http://bit.ly/2gkLhQG
http://bit.ly/2gkLhQG
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Well … first off I’  goi g to suggest that e should all prepare for impact. The evolution of competition 

a d the su ess of ea  strategies i  ga es like Chicken is at least as robust as the evolution of 

ooperatio  a d the su ess of i e  strategies in games like Priso er’s Dilemma. Once you introduce, 

sa , ustard gas i to the tre h arfare ga e, it does ’t just u -introduce itself on its own. These bells 

are really hard to un-ring, and it typically takes a lot of car crashes on both sides before you get a peace 

treaty and a chance to rebuild a cooperative game structure. That’s at least four mixed metaphors, but 

you get what I mean. And unfortunately, all of these metaphors apply just as aptly to a social structure of 

family and friends as to a social structure of a political party or an entire nation. The evolution of 

competition is a powerfully contagious virus, and it hops easily from a big tribe like a nation to a small 

tribe like a family. 

But I do have two suggestions to limit the damage that the evolution of competition inevitably spews in 

its wake. 

First, whatever competitive so ial i tera tio  e’re ha i g, at hate er le el e’re ha i g it, the ost 

important thing in that interaction is to figure out the meaning of cooperation for yourself and whoever 

ou’re deali g ith. Other ise ou’re goi g to fi d ourself pla i g a differe t ga e fro  the other 

person, and that never ends well. This is a tough piece of advice to follow (myself included!) because we 

assu e that hate er our ide tit  eighti g  ight e for a gi e  issue, the perso  or group e’re 

interacting with attaches that same meaning. So, for example, if you voted for Clinton as an affirmation 

of a personal identity that rejects the racism and sexism you see in Trump, your natural assumption is 

going to be that anyone who voted for Trump similarly did so as an affirmation of a personal identity, but 

one that accepts racism and sexism. Or i e ersa. Or hate er. We’ e all see  a doze  ariatio s of this 

theme over the past eight weeks, a d e’ e all es, e er  si gle o e of us  e gaged i  it, as ell. This 

sort of projection is an innate behavioral bias of the human animal. I get it. But it is also entirely wrong-

headed when it comes to complex and over-determined social behaviors like voting. Or buying a stock. 

Belie e it or ot a d a  people readi g this ote o ’t , behaviors like voting or purchasing or 

speaking or tweeting are not necessarily markers of personal identity. Maybe they are, and when they are 

the  MU“T e respe ted if ou are a out ha i g a pea eful so ial i tera tio . But a e the  are ’t. 

And that must be respected, too. 

Second, it’s ru ial to recognize that not all political arguments or competitive games are really existential 

in nature or fraught with questions of identity. Not every tweet is a constitutional crisis. Sometimes a 

cigar is just a cigar. This is also a tough piece of advice to follow (also myself included!) because the 
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ringleaders of the various Tea  Elite a als, hether it’s the Tru p Pluto rats or the Da os Glo alists or 

the Central Bank Mandarins or the NeoCon Spymasters or whoever, are working diligently day in and day 

out to convince you that it is. That every action or statement by the other ringleaders is an OUTRAGE. 

That this is how Hitler got started or how liberty is lost. 

Of course, the really scary thing is that this IS how Hitler got started and it IS how liberty is lost, it’s just 

not clear to me which of our contending factions or geographies is supplying the 21st century version. 

History rhymes roughly; it does ’t repeat neatly. 

Meanwhile the barrage of fiat news and alternative facts continues from all sides unabated. We are caught 

in the crossfire of the ea  strategies i ple e ted by the various factions as they quite rationally 

engage in a massive repeated-play game of Chicken, where winning means mobilizing the hearts and 

minds of the cannon fodder. And by cannon fodder I mean us.  

It’s the oldest sa i g i  poker, a d o e I a ’t repeat often e ough. If ou’ e ee  pla i g poker for  

i utes a d ou do ’t k o  ho the su ker is … it’s ou. We are — all of us, without exception — being 

played. That does ’t ea  e stop pla i g the ga e, hether it’s the ga e of arkets or the ga e of 

citizenship. It means, though, that we resolve not to be the sucker. That we turn a clear eye to the stories 

that others tell us and the stories that we tell ourselves. That we demand to be treated as the rightful, 

autonomous owners of our identities, and we extend that right to others.    

Know thyself.  

Treat others as you would have them treat you.   

Pretty good advice 2,000 years ago in some pretty hard times. Pretty good advice today. 

 

  

http://bit.ly/2kFUtkt
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To subscribe to Epsilon Theory: 

 Sign up here: www.salientpartners.com/epsilon-theory-newsletter-signup/   

 OR send an email to bhunt@salientpartners.com with your name, email address, and 

company affiliation (optional).  

There is no charge to subscribe to Epsilon Theory and your email address will not be shared with anyone. 

Join the conversation on Twitter and follow me @EpsilonTheory or connect with me on LinkedIn 

Subscribe & listen to Epsilon Theory podcasts on iTunes, Stitcher, or stream them from our website. 

 

To unsubscribe from Epsilon Theory: 

 Send an email to bhunt@salientpartners.com with u su s ri e  in the subject line. 

 

 

DISCLOSURES 

This commentary is being provided to you by individual personnel of Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates “alie t  and is provided as general 

information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The opinions expressed in these materials represent the personal views of the 

author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinions of Salient. It is not investment research or a research recommendation, as it does not 

constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as a result of information contained in this document is ultimately your 

responsibility. Salient will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise directly or 

indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It must be noted, 

that no one can accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past performance is not 

a guarantee of future results.  

 

Salient is not responsible for any third-party content that may be accessed through this web site. The distribution or photocopying of Salient 

information contained on or downloaded from this site is strictly prohibited without the express written consent of Salient. 

 

Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements. 

The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results or occurrences may 

differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee that any predictions will come to pass. 

The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market and other factors. Salient disclaims any obligation to 

update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views expressed herein. 

  

This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Any offering or solicitation will be made only to 

eligible investors and pursuant to any applicable Private Placement Memorandum and other governing documents, all of which must be read in 

their entirety.  

  

Salient commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. Salient 

recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourage investors to seek the advice of a 

financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an i estor’s individual circumstances and objectives.  

  

Salient is the trade name for Salient Partners, L.P., which together with its subsidiaries provides asset management and advisory services. 

Insurance products offered through Salient Insurance Agency, LLC (Texas license #1736192). Trust services provided by Salient Trust Co., LTA. 

Securities offered through Salient Capital, L.P., a registered broker-dealer and Member FINRA, SIPC. Each of Salient Insurance Agency, LLC, Salient 

Trust Co., LTA, and Salient Capital, L.P., is a subsidiary of Salient Partners, L.P. 
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